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Blasch Precision Ceramics Provides Refractory
Shapes for Worldwide Market
Company History
ounded in 1979, Blasch Precision
Ceramics,
an
Albany,
NY
based manufacturing company,
produces net shape ceramic and
refractory components for a wide
variety of industrial markets worldwide.
These
industries
include
super
alloy production, non-ferrous metal
processing,
chemical/petrochemical
processing, power generation, industrial
process heating and mining.
For almost a decade, Blasch
Precision Ceramics has been an
employee owned company. Using the
ESOP as a foundation for improvements
such as those gained through lean
manufacturing, Blasch and its partners/
employees strive to ensure the product
consistency and performance their
customers have grown to expect and
appreciate. The ownership culture
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drives every aspect of business and
motivates partners in their relentless
pursuit of product quality and customer
satisfaction.
Innovation
The patented Blasch Process is a unique,
proprietary forming method developed
to produce net shape and near net
shape ceramic parts exhibiting very
attractive physical properties. Many
of the products produced by Blasch
have complex shapes that could not be
produced with other existing ceramic
technology.
Solutions for Investment
Casters and Alloy Suppliers
ProCaster Z™
The premier lining material used for super
alloy production is ProCaster Z mullite

Blasch Market Manager Phil Geers
stands among various sizes of the
company’s InterLok™ Segmented
crucible lining systems

bonded alumina / zirconia. This Blasch
developed material was engineered for
the demands of super alloy melters and
casters. It provides industry leading
thermal shock resistance, minimizing
any tendency for cracking and spalling.
AFFILIATE MEMBER
BLASCH PRECISION CERAMICS
www.blaschceramics.com
Manufacturer of refractory shapes
for the investment casting industry.
Products include crucibles, ladle liners
and specialty shapes made to customer
specifications.
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Above: Blasch CEO Dave Bobrek addresses a crowd of
employees during a recent company meeting.
ProCaster Z offers a specialized
chemistry to reduce corrosion associated
with more aggressive super alloys. This
chemistry allows the lining to be used
as an improved replacement for rammed
linings, brick linings and other cast
linings.
ProCaster™ Crucibles
Foundries count on premium quality
Blasch ProCaster™ high alumina crucibles
to perform the same each and every time,
allowing them to extend campaigns
and reduce downstream quality issues
resulting in lower scrap and rework
costs. Poor or unpredictable crucible
performance impacts production costs

Below: ProCaster Z mullite bonded
alumina / zirconia.

Above: ProCaster high alumina crucibles extend campaigns and
reduce downstream quality issues.

by limiting campaign length between
crucible change-outs and contributing
to contamination that causes scrap and
rework. ProCaster high alumina crucibles
are used to replace expensive zirconia
crucibles with equivalent or improved
performance. With crucible sizes from 5
to 5,000 pounds, Blasch has a crucible
and material for your requirement.
InterLok™ Segmented
Crucible Lining Systems
Blasch contributes to the successful
operation of larger induction furnaces
(greater than 1,000 pounds) around the
world employing precision InterLok
Segmented Crucible lining systems.
Below: Blasch Nozzles, Down Spouts and
Pour Spouts are available in a variety of
materials with proven non-wetting
characteristics for easy cleaning and use.

Available in a variety of premium
refractory materials, these systems
are individually engineered and offer
each user the utmost in control of melt
chemistry and the lowest levels of ceramic
inclusions in finished product coupled
with easy installation and predictable
campaign life. With sizes from 1,000
pounds to 15,000 pounds, most large
alloy producers or powder atomizing
plants can take advantage of the benefits
of the InterLok Lining System.
In addition to these products,
Blasch provides bottom pour nozzles,
atomization nozzles, stopper and
metering rods, launders and tundishes
and sample cups.

Below: Blasch stopper rods and
metering pins offer very precise and
repeatable control.
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